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HERE

MBA OPEN EVENING
11 DECEMBER 2023 - LONDON

96%of our students are in
work or study within 15
months of graduating



1 registration 
5.00pm - 5.15pm - Once you have arrived onsite, you will be
greeted and checked in for the event. 

2 academic talk
5.15pm - 6.00pm - Hear from our expert course tutors to find
our more about our MBA programme.

4 welcome to the university
6.15pm - 6.30pm. Now you have found out a bit more about the
MBA programme and seen the campus, stay to hear more about
the university, and support services on offer to you.

3 campus tour / break time
6.00pm - 6.15 pm - Take a tour around the campus or have a
well-deserved break - the choice is yours! how about both!

what's on today?

5 campus life
6.30pm - 7.00pm. Hear from our current students about life at
the London campus London life and top tips for the local area. 
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why choose the
university of
cumbria in london

Ready to take your career to the next
level? Take the lead with the University
of Cumbria's MBA course in London.
Boost your skills in strategic
management, leadership, and
entrepreneurship.

 Through our business courses, our
team of dedicated London lecturers
will equip you with practical and
theoretical knowledge that will
enhance your career. 

After completing your studies, you’ll
gain a strong understanding of
business management and a
significant skill set. You’ll be equipped
and well suited to a wide range of
corporate roles in London and the rest
of the world.  

TAKE THE
LEAD

We provide an intimate study space for learners while
providing a diverse, interactive and personalised
learning experience.

Situated in the historic London Docklands area, our
campus is just a six-minute walk away from Westferry
DLR Station - making it easily accessible wherever you
are in Lonon. 

At our Lonon campus, you’ll find a tight-knit student
community in the borough of Tower Hamlets.
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Studying on the  
mba programme
If you aspire to gain a high-level management position or becoming a
successful entrepreneur, our Master of Business Administration (MBA) will
open those doors for you to work anywhere in the world and ultimately
provide that you are an expert within your industry.

Our intensive Master’s degree is designed to integrate your own work-based
learning and teach you the academic rigor, skills and ethics to become a
leader in business management, who can think logically and independently. 

A course that’s flexible with balancing, work study and family life!

hear from our
alumni...

After studying with us, Anamaria ended up teaching at our London campus!

She says: I've had the opportunity to meet new people with different backgrounds.
We were all connected, helping each other to achieve our goals. There is a lot of
support from everyone, from the library staff to academics, they all offer guidance
where needed.

Anamaria Rambojun
Anamaria studied both the GBM
and MBA programme in London
and was pleased with the evening
hours, allowing her to balance her
full-time job, study and family life.
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LOVE
YOUR
campus

The campus is located in a diverse, multicultural area with excellent access to the
rest of East London and the city.

Around campus, there’s a scattering of great local cafes, a traditional victorian
market and stunning views of the London skyline.

 With towering skyscrapers ,  impressive waterways ,  and over 300   shops ,  bars and
eateries,  there’ll always be something exciting to see and do just around the corner
from your lectures .  Our welcoming campus environment in the   heart of East London
will make you feel at home in the capital .  

London

We bring a touch of Cumbrian charm to the Big Smoke with our
East London campus ,  offering a cozy campus experience
amidst the hustle and bustle of the capital .  Going to university
is all about expanding your horizons and immersing yourself in
new and exciting experiences   –     and where better to do that than
one of the world’s most dynamic cities ?  

find out more
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universityofcumbria

@cumbriauni 

@cumbriauni

01228 588588

enquirycentre@cumbria.ac.uk

get in touch notes
Let us know how we did and what you thought of your day. Scan the QR code to
complete a quick survey. As a thank you for sharing your feedback you will have the
opportunity to enter our prize draw for a chance to win an Amazon gift card!

CONTACT US

CHAT TO A STUDENT, 
SCAN THE QR CODE BELOW


